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Module 2: Property inspection role players  
 

Module Objectives 
 
By the end of this session, participants will understand: 
 

1. The roles of the various people who have different responsibilities and roles with 
regard to property inspections in South Africa 

2. Why the service of the professional home inspector is essential for home buyers 
. 

Module at a glance 
 
Topic You will learn 
Professional property inspector - The nature of the service 

- That the professional property 
inspector is a general practitioner, 
not a specialist 

- That reports must be comprehensive, 
yet easy-to-understand 
 

Estate agents - What estate agents can and cannot 
do 

 
Bank valuators - Responsibility and scope of work  

 
Professional valuators 
 

- Responsibility and scope of work 

Insurance assessors 
 

- Responsibility and scope of work 

Engineers - Responsibility and scope of work 
 

Architects - Responsibility and scope of work 
 

Electricians - Responsibility and scope of work 
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Plumbers - Responsibility and scope of work 
 

Entomologists - Responsibility and scope of work 
 

Gas installers - Responsibility and scope of work 
-  

Municipal building inspectors - Responsibility and scope of work 
 

NHBRC inspectors - Responsibility and scope of work 
 

 

Role players in property inspection 
 
There are various property professionals who are involved in the inspection of South African 
property.  While all of these professionals perform an important role in the property 
industry – none of these specialists duplicate the role of the professional home inspector.    
 

Professional Property Inspectors 
 
Definition: The role of the professional property inspector is to provide a multi-disciplinary, 
comprehensive and easy-to-understand report which will enable the layman to make an 
informed decision regarding the general condition of property in question.  
 
There are three key requirements in the above definition for a good inspection report: 
 

1. Multi-disciplinary:  Property inspectors are general practitioners who are able to 
provide their clients with an informed and comprehensive assessment of the 
physical condition of any property.   If  “red flags” are raised during the inspection 
(example: structural problems, roof leaks or dangerous electrical wiring) the 
property inspector will recommend that the client should consult a specialist – who 
may be a structural engineer, a professional roofer, a damp proof specialist, an 
electrician or a plumber. 

 
2. Comprehensive:  Just like the engine of a motor vehicle, a house works as a system 

of independent parts. Every part has an impact on the operation of many other 
parts. A typical home has more than 10,000 parts. When all the parts work together 
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in the most desirable, optimal way, then the house owner is rewarded with a house 
that is durable, comfortable, healthy and energy efficient. 

 
3. Easy-to-understand:   Home inspection reports are written to inform laymen clients, 

not building professionals.   Therefore a good home inspection report must be easy 
for the house owner to understand, while at the same time maintaining accuracy 
and completeness.   A good home inspection report should also command respect 
from building professionals without resorting to jargon and insider-language. 

 
Hiring a professional home inspector is money well spent. Professional property inspectors 
report on the home’s condition, as it was at the time of the inspection. While a home 
inspection does not include predictions of future events (such as roof leaks, water intrusion, 
plumbing drips and geyser failures), an assessment of current and present defects and the 
provision of maintenance advice, obviously helps in reducing the possibility of future 
problems.  
 
A home inspection is an impartial examination of all accessible areas, of the physical 
structure and the systems of the home. The purpose of the inspection is to inform the buyer 
of the condition of the home, so they will have a better understanding of the home and 
possible future costs before purchasing it. 
 
Most South African home inspections takes place after a buyer has made an ‘offer to 
purchase’ on the house. SAHITA recommends that buyers should make all offers subject to 
a “favourable property inspection report”. 
 
Buying a home is one of the most important decisions a property owner will ever make. Like 
any investment, the buyer wants to know as much advance information about the potential 
purchase as possible.  
 
This SAHITA course trains and certifies home inspectors to inspect all major elements of the 
property and provide their objective opinion on its present condition, operation and 
function. Home inspection clients should be given a comprehensive report, and descriptive 
overview of the condition of the home's components from roof to foundation; as well as 
some home maintenance advice and tips. 
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True or False… 
A property inspection report documents the condition of the property as 
they were observed at the time of the inspection but is also valid up to and 
including the date of transfer. Answer: false 

Estate agents  
 
Estate agents are specialists in valuing and marketing properties.   The estate agent will 
perform a comparative market analysis of similar recent sales in the area and then 
negotiate with the seller regarding the asking price for the property. 
  
Agents mostly rely on sellers to disclose any physical defects of the property which they are 
being asked to market.  Estate agents usually do not climb onto roofs (or inside roof 
cavities), they do not crawl around in under-floor areas and they are not trained to evaluate 
wall cracks or the cause of damp problems. 
 
A wise professional estate agent will recommend to their clients that a professional home 
inspector should be employed to prepare a detailed inspection report on the physical 
condition of the property.  This report can be used to: 
 

 Give the seller the opportunity (prior to listing) to rectify all or some of the defects 
detailed in the inspection report. 

 Disclose to potential buyers defects which could otherwise become the subject of a 
later dispute.   Such disclosure also protects the estate agent from the sanctions of 
the Consumer Protection Act of 2008. 

 Adjust the asking price of the property to reflect the actual physical condition of the 
property. 

 

Bank valuators 
 
Like the estate agent, the bank valuator is primarily interested in valuing the property and 
only pays superficial attention to the physical condition of the property.   
 
The bank valuator will assess the price of the property in the light of comparative recent 
sales in the area.  The bank valuator will also visit the property to confirm its existence and 
its general condition.   This will normally include a “walk-through” to confirm the extent and 
quality of the improvements. 
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The bank valuator will not normally perform a detailed inspection and assessment of the 
roof, the roof cavity, foundations, walls, storm water drainage etc.  
 
All the bank valuator is really interested in, is to protect the interests of his employers (the 
bank) in the event that the client defaults in paying the mortgage bond instalments, 
resulting in the bank having to repossess the property.  All the bank wants to know is: is 
there adequate security for the loan in the event of a default and repossession? 
 
The bank really is not interested if the buyer is overpaying slightly for the house (so long as 
the client is credit worthy and can service the bond).  The bank is also not too interested in 
knowing about hidden defects, which may result in unexpected future maintenance costs 
for the clients. 
 

 
 

Professional valuators 
 
These professional individuals who are often more highly trained than in-house bank 
valuators, perform a similar service to bank valuators – mostly on behalf of banks (who sub-
contract their services), or on behalf of other financial institutions or property investors. 
 

Insurance assessors 
 
Insurance assessors very often have a specialist or technical background and their role is 
mostly to inspect a property after an insurance claim has been lodged.   Insurance assessors 
will confine their inspections to the claim area, and their role is primarily to protect their 
employers (the insurance companies) from fraud and inflated claims. 

 

Warning… 
At the end of the day bank valuators exist to protect the interests of the 
bank not the buyer. 
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Engineers 
 
Engineers are specialists in various disciplines, who may be university trained or have some 
lessor professional qualification.  Engineers are required to be registered with the relevant 
authority and they are required to inspect and certify various aspects of the property – 
normally due to the construction phase.   
 
These inspections and certifications may include: 
 

 A geo-technical assessment of the soil conditions on which the building is to be 
erected. 

 An inspection of the foundation trenches and compaction of “fill”. 
 Design and certification of concrete slabs and beams.  These will include prescribing 

the steel reinforcement required in strip footings (foundations), slabs and beams. 
 Design and certification of roof structures.    

 

 
 
Structural engineers are sometimes employed by buyers to report on the condition of a 
property “pre-purchase”.  However, such a specialist engineer’s report, which focuses 
purely on structural issues, does not provide the buyer with the wealth of information – on 
all aspects of the physical condition of the property - which is included in the report by a 
professional property inspector. 

 
Architects 
 
Architects are professionals who design new buildings. Sometimes architects also become 
involved in the project management and quality control process of new structures. 
 

Did you know… 
The certificate issued by the engineer who “signs off” the roof or other 
structure is known in the industry as an “A19” with reference to the 
statutory form which is required to be completed and filed. 
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Electricians 
 
By law (the Occupational Health and Safety Act of 1993) an electrical compliance certificate 
must be issued by a licensed electrician every time a South African property changes hands 
and also whenever there are changes made to the wiring of a property.   The cost of this 
electrical compliance inspection and certification is normally for the account of the seller. 
 
 
. 
 

Plumbers 
 
The City of Cape Town has passed a municipal by-law, effective from 18 February 2011, in 
terms of which properties sold within the Cape Town Metro are required to have a 
plumbing compliance certificate, issued by a licensed plumber, every time a Cape Town 
property changes hands.   
 
The intention is to police Cape Town properties and ensure that plumbing systems comply 
with national and municipal regulations and to ensure that the system is not defective – 
that there are no leaks and that no storm water is being discharged into the municipal 
sewers. 
 

Entomologists 
 
Although not a legal requirement, it is customary in South Africa for the deed of sale for 
residential properties to include a clause requiring that the seller obtain a “beetle 
certificate”.  This certificate which is issued by licensed entomologists and pest control 
officers certifies that the timber in the inspected house is free of active infestation by 
specified wood borer insects. 
 
The “beetle clause” usually originates in the standard Offer to Purchase (OTP) 
documentation used by the various estate agent companies.  Sometimes banks issuing a 
mortgage bond over the property also insist on this certification. 
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However, buyers should be aware of the limitations of the “beetle clause” used by certain 
estate agents.  Some estate agents use the phrase “wood destroying insects” in the OTP, 
thereby excluding “wood destroying organisms” such as fungi.    
 
Particularly in the damp coastal areas of South Africa infestation of fungi can seriously 
damage structural roof and floor timbers.  SAHITA inspectors have discovered severe fungal 
damage to structural timbers in houses which have been issued with a “beetle certificate”.  
In such cases, due to the wording of the clause in the OTP (“wood destroying insects) 
disgruntled buyers have had no recourse to the seller, or to the entomologist concerned.  
 
 
 

Gas installation inspections 
 
In terms of the South African Occupational Health and Safety Act as amended in July 2009, 
anyone selling a home in which there is a gas installation, must get a certificate of 
conformity from an accredited gas authority.  A copy of this certificate should be handed to 
the buyer. 
 

Municipal building inspectors 
 
Once building plans for a new house or for additions to an existing building have been 
approved by the local authority, a municipal inspector is assigned to check that the new 
building complies with the approved plans and with the various regulations.   
Typically this will involve site visits at various intervals and the final issue of a Certificate of 
Occupation once the building is complete.  The municipal inspector will require compliance 
certificates from the engineer (foundations, slabs and roof), the electrician and the plumber 
before issuing the Certificate of Occupation. 
 
In practice, because of the shortage of skilled manpower in South Africa, the level of actual 
inspection and supervision by municipal building inspectors is often patchy. 
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NHBRC inspectors 
 
All new houses enrolled with the National Home Builders Registration Council (NHBRC) are 
inspected at intervals during the construction process.  Notices of non-compliance are 
issued to the builder in the event that the provisions of the NHBRC manuals are not adhered 
to.   Builders are subject to sanction – including suspension of their NHBRC registration – in 
the event that the non-compliant issues are not sorted out to the satisfaction of the NHBRC 
inspector. 

 

 

 

Before you take the online test, please…… 
Make sure that you are thoroughly familiar with the material in this 
module before completing the online test.  The more familiar you make 
yourself with the information presented in this Module the better you will 
be as a professional home inspector. Review thoroughly all areas of this 
module before and during the open book online test.  
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